
Why did you feel the need to renovate your practice

Our office space previously served as a means of getting started and also getting by. 
So before we started the design and building process we were able to have a clear 
understanding of where we were and where we were heading. This was instrumental 
in the direction for the flow of our new office space. 

What factors weighed into your decision of using Symmetry Dental Direct for 
your restoration process

Efficiency had a lot to do with the decision process – factoring in on this was what was 
inside and outside the operatory and Symmetry offered a cohesive approach.  We 
were able to produce a flowing plan for the entire design  and the Symmetry cabinetry 
worked with the entire process.
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Why did you choose Symmetry Dental Direct to be your design 
partner

Symmetry Dental Direct was able to work through a comprehensive 
plan together with us and we shared a similar holistic approach. As 
we moved through the selection process we certainly wanted the 
design of our office to be consistent with that approach. 

How did the Symmetry ID system simplify your project

The design was definitely a simplification. The underlining functionality, 
approach and ultimate solution to how patients and our team can exist 
in one space together and succeed – was a major consideration.

What was your experience with Symmetry’s 360 Project 
Management

Symmetry stayed well connected and was pro-active during the entire 
process, from the design through the delivery phase. We worked 
and managed in our own way as we had different teams that had to 
come together, such as the general contractor, project manager, our 
internal staff and of course Symmetry Dental Direct. 

What do you like about the finished project

The quality of the cabinetry is outstanding. We’ve had no problems 
what-so-ever and everything has worked out for us to have a practice 
that allows the productivity and flow we were looking for.  The office 
is built for the future and allows us to continue to grow and grow.
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— said Dr. Renken

To see your own practice transformed, contact Symmetry today:  symmetrydental.com  314.481.0400
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Crowded

Designed & Built 2 Buildings
Dental Practice: 5000 sq. ft.
Rental Building: 8000 sq. ft. 

From 4 to now 10

Symmetry Certified Design 
Team – Modern

Relaxed and Inviting

Innovation that Works for You

Interior of Dental Operatory

Would you recommend Symmetry Dental Direct

Yes – absolutely, and have on more than one occasion and am happy to do so.


